ACTIVITIES
Use the words in the list at the bottom of the page to complete the sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

The family of the ____________attended the funeral.
The artist used ___________ colour to make the face in different shades of one colour.
The boy made a wallpaper ___________ with animals on it.
____________ is a fun way to do exercise.
The artist painted a large ____________ on the wall outside.
The _____________ was held during our Sunday church service.
Learners must demonstrate the ___________ to understand simple texts.
Men should not ___________ women.
Ice cream is best served in a ___________.
He had to __________ towards the ball during the match.
People around the world are getting the COVID-19 ________________.
We watched the ducks _________ across the water.
The song 'Row Row Row your Boat' is an example of a __________ in music.
He showed remarkable ___________ throughout his illness.
Skipping can help improve _______________ fitness.

Words
Definitions
ability (n) the power to do something
aerobics (n) exercise program involving movement, often with music
baptism (n) a Christian ceremony in which someone who wishes to join the church is sprinkled with
wate or dipped in water
bowl (n) a deep round dish with a wide open top
canon (n) a piece of music where one voice or group repeats the part of another throughout the
whole piece
cardiovascular (a) relating to the heart and blood vessels
deceased (n/adj) a person who has died
endurance (n) the ability to do something for a long time
frieze (n) a decorated row or border that goes along a wall
glide (v) move smoothly
harass (v) to annoy or worry somebody by putting pressure on them or saying or doing unpleasant
things to them
inoculation (n) to vaccinate or inject a person or animal so that they are prevented from getting
certain diseases
lunge (v) step forward with force
mandala (n) a piece of art that repeats a circular pattern or shape
monochromatic (adj) using only one colour
myths (n) a traditional story

Study Tip: After you complete the activity, write each word that you do not know seven times. It
will help you remember how to spell it! Try and use as many words in your conversations.
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Complete the crossword puzzle using the words at the bottom of this page.

myth
tongue

relief

obsess

pantomime
rhythmic
scald
Ubuntu
unconscious
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peer
sequence
volunteer

puppeteer
symmetry
weight

